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chemicals, in contact with our body, can stimulate different sensations and experiences, helping us work better in everyday life. But to get maximum results, we have to mix and mix different essential oils together, as each of them has a very specific use. And it's a tricky job. So, here are 10 recipe books to help you make the right mix for the right task. 1. Essential Hormone
Hormone Solution: Restore your energy and focus and lose weight Naturally Dr. Marisa Snyder's bestseller indicates that hormones play an important role in our daily lives. Often overlooked, these under-covered culprits wreak havoc on our system and cause fluctuating humor and other symptoms of frustration that can be treated with the right mixture of essential oils. It presents
a variety of blends that will interact directly on your hormones, helping you get focus, improve your mood and banish unwanted effects from your daily routine. In order to decide what to use, she first tells you how to recognize the symptoms of hormonal insufficiency through you emotions, better to say, through their fluctuating of your emotions. This way you will learn to recognize
what you feel and choose what essential oil can best help you. And it does not stop there. She wants you to really achieve hormonal balance so that the book presents a 14 day plan to push the right hormone buttons and get your body to react the way you need through oils and a 14-day diet that uses them as recipes to improve health. You know what they say, you are what you
eat! Pros and benefits: Easy to read and willing to use a guide to balance your hormones Interesting approach on how to balance your hormone flow to better live your life with a 14 day plan to put your life on the right track 2. Modern Essentials 10th Edition, Essential Oil Handbook featuring doTERRA oil titles and new 2018 released oils on its 10th edition, Modern Basics
Handbook Books is being branded doTerra. Featuring one of the most comprehensive and comprehensive guides there is, this book shows how to tackle hundreds of diseases and the right way and oils to safely fight them. If you are a regular customer of branded oils, you get a complete guide with everything you need. If all the information provided is still very useful. It has
several ways to look at it: by condition/disease, by symptom, by name oil, by plant plant and more. It also contains specialized sections designed exclusively for the careful manufacture of oil mixtures, mixtures and their use. There's also a big surprise. They show you how to make household cleaning products, laundry detergent, deodorant, and other handy household tips with
essential oils. Not only do you become healthier, you contribute to your guest's health too. Your whole home will look, smell and feel great for you and everyone in it. This edition has been revised and updated with all the latest essential oils (branded and shared) providing you with all the information you need to keep you on top of your game. It's all around a great resource and a
must-have if you depend on essential oils for everyday or even casual health and wellness needs! Pros and Benefits: A good resource for experienced and newbies alike, so Features have released essential oils in the book's resource-to-date resources and quick guide references 3.The Healing Power of Essential Oils: CalmIng Inflammation, Boost Mood, Preventing Autoimmune
Diseases, and Feeling Great in Every Way #1 bestselling book in a aromatherapy session, Dr. Eric Selinski's book of ways to bring the use of essential oils for a truly balanced life. The author is a renowned physician who has been researching essential oils and promoting essential oils of the Revolution Summit for some time. A firm believer that we should use the healing power of
plants instead of abusing modern drugs, he suggests we let go of the pills for a second and make health a top priority in our lives. Health is not just the absence of illness, but the complete enjoyment of life. Essential oils are a force of nature in our hands, we just have to use it of course, it is not an easy task for us energy and to-do lists of addicts, but even then, it can ensure that
essential oils are very effective on simple and complex treatments alike, events of depression or anxiety. Based on his extensive research, you will find how to promote hormonal balance, reduce inflammation, improve digestion, increased immunity, and many other life-changing benefits with simple daily practices. Just remember: there is no quick fix, but one step at a time. Pros
and Benefits: A special section dedicated exclusively to Women's Health Collection extensive research on essential oils Light language and a few cross-references for rapid learning 4. Emotions - Reference book on essential oils - Wheel, amazon's 7th edition of Emotions and Essential Oils 2020 is focused on perception and struggle with emotional states. This will help you
determine how you feel and provide a combination that will help you deal directly with Made on a lovely coil connected by a soft lid guide is one goal is to help you cope with your emotions. The great thing about this is that they don't look at any emotion in a way that solves it, how to get rid of sadness, but deal with it. Emotional and and The oil wheel is a show apart. You choose it:
Find the emotions that you want to enhance or the negative state you want to overcome. Search it on the wheel and it guides you to oil that can help you with it. Let's say you want to feel particularly energetic during the big day, you are looking energetic on the wheel and it indicates that oil will stimulate this feeling. Trying the other way, suppose you feel lonely, the wheel tells you
what to look for. Each oil and mixture is well described in an easy way to read. It feels like the laptop you take from you to pack anytime you have free time to explore or need to remember something for finished use. Pros and Benefits: Focused on Emotional Health Ready to Use the Emotional and Essential Oil Wheel guide is an absolutely awesome tool 5. Essential Oils for
Beginners: A guide to getting started with essential oils and aromatherapy For you who have just recently entered the world of essential oils, this may be what you are looking for. It's a New York Times bestseller. Learn how to skillfully mix essential oils and create your own aromatherapy blend to soothe your body, mind and home. With 85 remedies that touch on everything from
uplifting mood to treating upset stomach cosmetic uses for your hair and skin, you will have all the recommendations you need to devote yourself to natural healing and health. This book is designed to cover all the basics. First, that essential oils are how they are made, how it works on our systems, why there are so many, etc. second way of acquiring, storing, safe use, mixing,
mixing, choosing a method of application. Then list with the most commonly used and well known essential oils and the latest chapters for cosmetics, diseases, home and gardening. In fact it is also recommended for people interested in natural healing and aromatherapy, not necessarily essential oils. You'll have a taste of everything you need. The didactic approach is very
convenient when studying a new topic. That's why you won't be disappointed. Pros and benefits: The perfect place to start an alphabetically essential oils list covers cosmetic and home use for essential oils 6. Lucy Libido Says ... There's oil for this: A friend's guide to using essential oils between Lucy Libido's sheets tells you about the essential oils used for... A what. Finally
someone asked a sex question, even better, answered it. Lucy Libido was born when a woman decided to hold a Valentine's Day class to teach women how to use essential oils between the sheets. She got a brave group of women together and they all used oil in the bedroom for months. They agreed to share honest and vulnerable details with each other. These juicy results were
divulged in Lucy's Valentine's Day class There in oil for Online news is spreading like wildfire. Thousands of women around the world have gathered to learn how to rekindly their relationships. Now all these and other secrets have gathered in this funny and and Book. Once it was published, it reached a height and became the most popular #1 amazon aromatherapy. Even today,
he's still on the list. Get ready to be amused by Lucy's unique way of talking to girls about essential oils used to enhance your libido, enhance your love life and keep a constant smile on your and your partner's face. You'll have such a great time that you end up forgetting that this book is about essential oils, which is good. Readers are delighted with her easy approach to such a
complex topic. woman (and man) all over the world clapping and cherishing the advice of Lucy Libido. But remember, don't leave this book on the coffee table. Pros and benefits: Have fun and have fun if you know what I mean trials and true recipes focused on libido and sexual well-being Fun and informative reading 7. The complete book of essential oils and aromatherapy,
revised and expanded: More than 800 natural, non-toxic and fragrant recipes to create health, beauty and safe home and working environment Valerie Ann Warwood is a reference when the topic of essential oils. When its first edition was published in 1990, essential oils were a kind of taboo. An unreliable alternative method of healing that some traditional healers used when there
were no real doctors around. Even faced with heavy resistance, her books gained notoriety, conquered space and delivered all the best and best information, showing over 800 easy-to-follow recipes for the treatment of essential oil. It is one of the oldest and most famous books about essential oils and aromatherapy of all time. If you are not so passionate about essential oils you
will turn into one at any time. She has a lot to show and boy, she get to the details. Do you remember those college books, those who were a bulwark on their field? Those from the authors of the past who seemed to be the founders of this discipline? It just looks like one of them. Valerie starts with essential oils of origin. How they were made and so far, how the food industry used
oils to take their products off the ground, perfumes, and a lot of evidence that there is nothing new about them. Even the extraction methods have changed little (but have received a huge escalation). General therapeutic use, however, took much longer to be accepted, and her book has a lot to do with it. Basic care kit oils, basic care kit applications, pharmacist, chemotypes,
adaptogens, dilution chart, quality control, conversion charts and so on. It's a compilation. Choice for men, for women, for work environment, illness, babies, sports, everything. You choose what you want and have a mixture to help you with it. On its 25th edition it has been massively revised and updated, bringing all modern oils in alliance with all ever classics for true complete
book to use in various situations and purposes. and benefits: A book of essential oil that has been a classic for 25 years in a row a list of blends for everyday situations and unusual ones should have a compendium that which It's all 8. Essential Oil Truth Second Edition: Facts Without Hype By Jen O'Sullivan identifies herself as an obsessed scientist looking for the truth. She
believes that getting to the root of the problem is vital to full health and recovery and uses the whole body care approach system with her students and clients. She is one of the most popular educators because she is known for her behind-the-scenes and point-style education. After devoting years of learning essential oils, she came out with a book that provides reliable
information about their use and effectiveness. The event is tough it has been associated with the brand since 2007, the book is designed for impartiality, nor forcing you to press the button for any brand. Some say she succeeded, some say she didn't. In any case, her work brings very good information to the table and has a fun way to show them. The book recalls the frequently
asked questions of 48 lessons that really look like the questions answered by the author. Lesson 4, such as How essential oils work, begins with a question and then describes what happens to our body as we come into contact with essential oil. It feels like you're in a class with a very graduate teacher. That's true, by the way. She has been teaching in the classroom for 13 years.
It means she's doing her homework. To read, research and teach based not only on her personal experience, but also on the world's resources. You probably read this book more than once. It's a lot of information at a time, and often your brain just can't handle that amount in one reading. So with it set up with the way it does, it makes it easy to go back and consider chapters that
are particularly interesting or necessary for you. Pros and benefits: Only proven facts and information about the essential oils of the Cross links various sources and bodies on the subject of a skeptical and objective view of the use of essential oils 9. Essential Oils Integrative Medical Guide: Creating Immunity, Increasing Longevity, and Enhancing Mental Performance with
Therapeutic-Grade Essential Oils by Donald Gary Young, former CEO of the largely well-known essential oils brand, has written this book to be a bastion in the field. Described as a modern pioneer, Young was part inventor and part historian. His quest for new wellness discoveries was based on ancient practices as he tried to unlock and share the benefits of herbs, plants and
trees. It didn't take long for him to find his company and work for his brand ever since. The fear of the CEO writing a book about his products has made a lot of people to be careful around this book. But as soon as they get to read it, they could check that all the information was respectfully collected and backed up by countless hours of experimentation, research and The result is
nothing short of a mandatory reading for anyone interested in the topic. He is one of the pioneers in the study, cultivation and distillation of essential oils in the America, after all. It is no exaggeration to say his therapeutic side spoke louder than its CEO on this book. This is a masterpiece that presents very detailed information about everything you need to know about essential
oils. From history, cultivation, extraction techniques to safe use, mixing and blends, methods of application and others. Some chapters are so detailed that you really need to take notes, cross-referencing and the wrong time to take full advantage of its contents. Don't be ashamed if you need to take a break from reading to explore what is a hydrosol or lymph pump. It is also normal
to look for some of the plant chemistry compounds. One of the most commented chapters is number 4: How to safely use essential oils. Young goes crystal clear about essential oils, decency, usability and limitations, breaking any fears one might still about essential oils healing all this cliche discourse. Pros and benefits: He has almost everything to do with essential oils A very
technical approach Even being the founder of a large essential oil company, his book is considered a brand 10. Essential Oils Table Help 8th Edition full-COLOR (2019) After the compilation by D. Gary Young, here's an easier to carry and shorter version of his book. The basic oil table reference is exactly what it says: the hardcover spiral book listing the characteristic, decency and
convenience of using listed oil in a very comprehensive way. All-inclusive guide. It combines actual research results with proven methods for the best experience possible. Of course, this is way more useful for branded oil consumers, but that doesn't mean you have zero profits by reading it without buying from them. The book is packed with information to select oils to use and how
to use them. Also, the history, background, and knowledge about the development of essential oil Pros and Benefits: Easy to use when studying oil or looking for specific links Great Index Is especially useful for users of the book brand Final Thoughts Essential Oils have been around since ancient times. At first it was hard to believe that plants could produce extracts that could
benefit us, just like, or the event is better than the actual medicine. That fear has long since disappeared. The beneficial effects derived from the use of essential oils are more than proven from various sources of research. However, there is a science to it. Each extract contains very specific chemicals that need to be studied, tested and applied with the right method for successful
health promotion. True, they are easy to buy, anyone can have a personal pharmacist, but that does not mean that you should buy and use them unattended without first studying and training. The good news is: someone (someone I mean a lot of people) have already done and these recipe books are their legacy. You don't need to be an expert, just be careful. With some of these
books at hand, you can use essential oils on a daily basis or even fight some of the diseases you stumble with. Look for the one Better serve your needs, read, and you'll be more than willing to find the right mix for the task at your fingertips. We really recommend all these readings, for the skeptical curious, for the cautious user and for the expert consultant. Good afternoon, good
reading, good health See you soon! Coming soon!
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